
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY AS TO THE COSTUME 
YOUR CHILD NEEDS TO BE WEARING 

Prep L 
 

Concert item: Aladdin 
Costume needed: 3/4 pants, or pants that can be rolled up to 3/4 length, in any colour (bright colours 

preferred) and a matching coloured T-shirt (eg orange pants and orange T-shirt) 
Optional: coloured scarf 

Prep/1 E 
 

Concert item: Ghostbusters 
Costume needed: overalls or top and pants in the following colours 

: tan, light grey, khaki, white or denim 
Optional: black belt, black boots/shoes, goggles 

1/2 M 
 

Concert item: Lion King 
Costume needed:- Black pants and a coloured top 

lions, meerkats = brown 
hyenas, elephants = grey 
zebra = black and white 

cheetah, giraffe=brown/orange spots 
parrot = blue 

flamingo = pink 
- Masks/headbands --> to be made at school 

1/2 R 
 

Concert item: Shrek 
Costume needed: Please check which group your child is in: 

‘On My Way’ group -  bright coloured clothes 
‘All Star’ group - rock star outfit 

‘I’m a Believer’ group – any fairy-tale character such as Cinderella, Pinocchio, Little Red Riding Hood, 
Peter Pan, Rapunzel, Jack and the Beanstalk etc 

3/4 K 
 

Concert item: Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory 
Costume needed: white shirts/tops, black pants/bottoms and black shoes. 

Optional: Green hair spray 



 

3/4 L 
 

Concert item: Goonies  
Costume needed: Casual clothes for Goonies such as jeans, track pants, colourful shirts, t-shirt           

(little or no logo preferred), baseball caps 
Bright coloured clothing and pom-poms for cheerleaders 

Optional: Pirate hats, pirate eye patches, treasure items such as jewels, long necklaces etc 

5/6 O 
 

Concert item: Rocky 
Costume needed: Sports/gym clothes, hoodie, runners 

Optional: fingerless gloves, bandages, boxing gloves 
 

5/6 K 
Concert item: Alvin and the Chipmunks 

Costume needed: colourful T-shirt, blue or black jeans, blazer or rapper style jacket,  
sneakers or hip hop shoes 

Optional: baseball style cap, hat, $ chains 


